Abstract: Machine learning (soft) methods have a wide range of applications in many disciplines, including hydrology. The first application of these methods in hydrology started in the 1990s and have since been extensively employed. Flood hydrograph prediction is important in hydrology and is generally done using linear or nonlinear Muskingum (NLM) methods or the numerical solutions of St. Venant (SV) flow equations or their simplified forms. However, soft computing methods are also utilized. This study discusses the application of the artificial neural network (ANN), the genetic algorithm (GA), the ant colony optimization (ACO), and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) methods for flood hydrograph predictions. Flow field data recorded on an equipped reach of Tiber River, central Italy, are used for training the ANN and to find the optimal values of the parameters of the rating curve method (RCM) by the GA, ACO, and PSO methods. Real hydrographs are satisfactorily predicted by the methods with an error in peak discharge and time to peak not exceeding, on average, 4% and 1%, respectively. In addition, the parameters of the Nonlinear Muskingum Model (NMM) are optimized by the same methods for flood routing in an artificial channel. Flood hydrographs generated by the NMM are compared against those obtained by the numerical solutions of the St. Venant equations. Results reveal that the machine learning models (ANN, GA, ACO, and PSO) are powerful tools and can be gainfully employed for flood hydrograph prediction. They use less and easily measurable data and have no significant parameter estimation problem.
Introduction
Flood routing in a river is important to trace the movement of a flood wave along a channel length and thereby calculate the flood hydrograph at any downstream section. This information is needed for designing flood control structures, channel improvements, navigation, and assessing flood effects [1] .
There are basically two flood routing methods: (1) hydraulic methods that are based on numerical solutions of St. Venant equations or their simplified forms as the diffusion wave or the kinematic wave; and (2) hydrologic methods that are based solely on the conservation of mass principle [2] , such as the Rating Curve Method (RCM) [3] , Muskingum method (MM) or nonlinear Muskingum method (NMM) [4] . The above methods require substantial field data; such as cross-sectional surveying, roughness, flow depth and velocity measurements that are costly and time consuming. When lateral flow becomes significant, the flood prediction is affected by high uncertainty [5] . In addition, numerical
The artificial neural network is a processor made up of neurons. It can learn and store information through the training process. ANNs can handle nonlinearity and, therefore, have a wide application in many disciplines, including the flood hydrograph prediction in hydrology. In general, the three-layer network, as shown in Figure 1 , is conceptualized in flood hydrograph prediction problems. In such network (see Figure 1) ; the compacted input values (x i ) are first entered into the input layer neurons. They are multiplied by the connection weights (v ij ) and then passed on to the hidden layer neurons. Each neuron sums all the received weighted information (x i v ij ) and then passes the sum through an activation function to produce an output (z i ), which in turn, becomes the input signal for the output layer neuron. The output from each inner layer neuron is multiplied by the related connection weight (w ij ) and then passed on to the output neuron, which sums all the received signal (z i w ij ) and passes it through an activation function to produce the network output (y i ).
Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 2 of 13 consuming. When lateral flow becomes significant, the flood prediction is affected by high uncertainty [5] . In addition, numerical solutions of the St. Venant equations require a fair amount of data which is often not available and can encounter convergence and stability problems [2] . In the 1990s, the first applications of the artificial neural networks led to the realization that machine learning methods can handle nonlinear problems efficiently and satisfactorily without being restricted by the mathematical operations of integration and/or differentiation [6] . This even led to the development of new machine learning algorithms in the 1990s and the 2000s, such as harmony search (HS), gene expression programming (GEP), and genetic programming (GP). Machine learning (soft) methods are data driven and do not require substantial data and parameter estimation, as in the case of the distributed physically-based hydrologic models. The important advantages of these models are their relatively simple coding, low computational cost, fast convergence, and adaptiveness to new data [6, 7] .
Flood hydrograph predictions are performed using several soft computing methods, such as the artificial neural network (ANN) [8] , the genetic algorithm (GA) [9, 10] , and the Fuzzy logic methods [11] . Most recently, the performance of some of the machine learning algorithms against the Variable Parameter Muskingum Model (VPMM) was compared [12] . In this context, it is of considerable interest to investigate how well the machine learning methods work in the real field and this study attempts to answer to the demand presenting real flood hydrograph predictions by the ANN, the GA, the ACO, and the PSO and compares the performances against those of the RCM. The flood hydrographs observed along an equipped branch of Tiber River, central Italy, with significant lateral flow contribution is used for testing the methods. In addition, the study tests the performance of these machine learning methods, based on the NMM, against that of the St. Venant equations by flood routing in an artificial channel having different bed slopes.
Material and Methods

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
The artificial neural network is a processor made up of neurons. It can learn and store information through the training process. ANNs can handle nonlinearity and, therefore, have a wide application in many disciplines, including the flood hydrograph prediction in hydrology. In general, the three-layer network, as shown in Figure 1 , is conceptualized in flood hydrograph prediction problems. In such network (see Figure 1) ; the compacted input values (xi) are first entered into the input layer neurons. They are multiplied by the connection weights (vij) and then passed on to the hidden layer neurons. Each neuron sums all the received weighted information (xivij) and then passes the sum through an activation function to produce an output (zi), which in turn, becomes the input signal for the output layer neuron. The output from each inner layer neuron is multiplied by the related connection weight (wij) and then passed on to the output neuron, which sums all the received signal (ziwij) and passes it through an activation function to produce the network output (yi). The optimal values of the connection weights can be found by the back propagation algorithm, which minimizes the error function by using the gradient decent method. The minimized error function, E, is expressed by Equation (1), as follows [11] :
where y i is the network output, t i is the user-specified target output, and p is the number of training patterns.
The connection weights (w ij ) are updated at each iteration using Equation (2), as follows [11] :
where ∆w ij (n) = w ij old − w ij new at the present iteration (n), and ∆w ij (n − 1) = w ij old − w ij new at the previous iteration (n − 1). δ is the learning rate and α is the momentum factor, taking values between 0 and 1. In this study, tangent hyperbolic (tanh) activation function (Equation (3)) was employed.
where sum is the total information received by the neuron. The tangent hyperbolic function is bounded in between −1 and +1 and, therefore, all the values were compacted by Equation (4) into −0.9 and +0.9.
where z i is the standardized value, x min is the minimum value in the set; and x max is the maximum value in the set. Details of ANNs are available in the literature [11] .
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic algorithm (GA) was developed by Holland [13] . The concept is based on the survival of the fittest. It employs chromosomes, each of which consists of many genes. Each gene stands for a decision variable (or a model parameter) and each chromosome stands for a possible optimal solution. Note that each gene is formed from a string of many 0 and 1 digits. The fitness of a chromosome, F(C i ), in a gene pool, which can contain many chromosomes, is found by Equation (5):
where N is the total number of chromosomes, C i is the i th chromosome, f(C i ) is the functional value of the i th chromosome, and F(C i ) is the fitness value of the i th chromosome.
Once the fitness of each chromosome is calculated by Equation (5), then the selection process is performed using either the roulette wheel or the ranking method [14] . Pairing is done after the selection process, then the crossover and mutation operations are applied to each paired chromosome to produce new generations (offsprings). Figure 2 presents the crossover and mutation operations. As seen, the genes of the first two chromosomes (parent chromosome I and parent chromosome II) were cut from the third digit on the left and interchanged. This yielded a new pair of chromosomes (offspring I and offspring II). The original values 185 and 234 became 249 and 170, respectively. The mutation operation was applied onto the fourth digit from the left of each offspring by simply reversing digit 1 to 0 and digit 0 to 1, respectively. After the mutation operation, 249 and 170 became 233 and 186, respectively. More details on GA can be found in other studies [11, 14, 15] . Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 13
Figure 2.
Example for crossover and mutation operations.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
The PSO was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [16] . The concept is based on the movement of a flock. The individuals in the flock move in search space while adjusting their position and velocity according to the neighboring individuals [17] . The position of an individual, , is adjusted by Equation (6) [18] :
where xi and vi are the particle's position and velocity vectors, respectively. The particles velocity, is adjusted by Equation (7) [18]:
where pi is the position of the best candidate solution; pg is the global best position, μ is the constriction coefficient (μ = 1) [19] , w is the inertia weight (w = 0.4-0.9) [20] , c1 and c2 are the acceleration coefficients (c1 = c2 = 2), and r1 and r2 are random values in (0, 1) [21] . The inertia weight is updated by Equation (8) at each iteration [18] :
where witer is the inertia weight in each iteration, itermax is the maximum number of iterations, and wmax and wmin are the maximum and minimum inertia weights, respectively. Details of PSO are given in [16, 18] .
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
The ACO was developed by Dorigo [22] who wondered how the ants find the shortest path between their nest and a food source. It was found that ants are completely blind but communicate through a chemical tracer called pheromone. Each ant leaves a pheromone on its path. Hence, it is likely that ants will choose the path having the most concentrated pheromone. This suggests that if there are long and short paths between the nest and the food source, then the ants will eventually choose the shortest path. 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
The PSO was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [16] . The concept is based on the movement of a flock. The individuals in the flock move in search space while adjusting their position and velocity according to the neighboring individuals [17] . The position of an individual, x i , is adjusted by Equation (6) [18] :
where x i and v i are the particle's position and velocity vectors, respectively. The particles velocity, v i , is adjusted by Equation (7) [18]:
where p i is the position of the best candidate solution; p g is the global best position, µ is the constriction coefficient (µ = 1) [19] , w is the inertia weight (w = 0.4-0.9) [20] , c 1 and c 2 are the acceleration coefficients (c 1 = c 2 = 2), and r 1 and r 2 are random values in (0, 1) [21] . The inertia weight is updated by Equation (8) at each iteration [18] :
where w iter is the inertia weight in each iteration, iter max is the maximum number of iterations, and w max and w min are the maximum and minimum inertia weights, respectively. Details of PSO are given in [16, 18] .
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
The ACO was developed by Dorigo [22] who wondered how the ants find the shortest path between their nest and a food source. It was found that ants are completely blind but communicate through a chemical tracer called pheromone. Each ant leaves a pheromone on its path. Hence, it is likely that ants will choose the path having the most concentrated pheromone. This suggests that if there are long and short paths between the nest and the food source, then the ants will eventually choose the shortest path.
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The probability that option L i(j) path is chosen at cycle k and iteration t (P i(j) (k,t)) can be computed by Equation (9) [23] :
where P i(j) (t) is the pheromone concentration associated with option L i(j) at iteration t;
is the heuristic factor which favors options having smaller local costs; c i(j) is the set of costs associated with options L i(j) . α and β are the exponents controlling the relative importance of pheromone and local heuristic factor, respectively. The pheromone trail is updated using Equation (10) [23] :
where ∆P i(j) is the change in pheromone concentration associated with option L i(j) and δ is the pheromone persistence coefficient (δ < 1). Employing δ has many advantages, such as the greater exploration of the search space, avoidance of premature convergence and costly solutions. More details of ACO algorithm can be found elsewhere [22, 23] .
Data and Catchment
The models were applied to predict real event-based flood hydrographs ( Table 1 ). The hydrographs were recorded along an equipped branch of Tiber River, central Italy (see Figure 3) . Santa Lucia station is the upstream station and Ponte Felcino station is the downstream station ( Figure 3 ). Santa Lucia and Ponte Felcino stations have about 935 km 2 and 2035 km 2 drainage areas, respectively. The distance between these two stations is 45 km and the wave travel time of the flood events, as presented in Table 1 , is, on the average, almost 3.5 h. The duration of each event is also presented in Table 1 .
The ANN model employed the flow stage data recorded at both stations to predict the flow discharge at Ponte Felcino station. Other machine learning models (PSO, ACO; GA), based on the RCM, employed the cross-sectional area data at both stations and flow discharge data at the upstream station to predict the flow discharge at the downstream station. The 4 events, marked as * in Table 1 , were used for calibrating (training in the case of ANN) the models. Since the data was recorded every half an hour and considering the duration of these events in Table 1 , the total number of training patterns (input data sets at the calibration stage) amounted to 1012. The total number of data sets used for the validation (testing) stage was 740. More details on the catchment and data can be found in other studies [3, [8] [9] [10] 24] . Q b = base flow rate; Q p = peak discharge; T L = travel time; * events employed for the training.
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Results and Discussion
Real Hydrograph Predictions
Flow stage data measured every half an hour at Santa Lucia (upstream station) and Ponte Felcino (downstream station) constituted the input vector of the network, while the flow discharge measured at Ponte Felcino station was the target output. Thus, the network contained 2, 7, and 1 neurons in the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively. The ANN model was trained with 4 events, marked as * in Table 1 and the total number of training patterns was 1012. The ANN model was trained with δ = 0.04, α = 0.02 and 3000 iterations. The network, by the back propagation algorithm, found the optimal values of the connection weights by minimizing the following objective function:
= − (11) where N is the number of observations, is the observed discharge at the downstream station, and is the model-predicted downstream station discharge. The trained ANN model was then employed to predict hydrographs of other three events (December 1990, January 1994, and January 2003 in Table 1 ). Considering the duration of these events (see Table 1 ), the total of data sets used in the testing stage was 740. Figure 4 shows the predicted hydrographs, where the performance of ANN was tested against that of the rating curve method (RCM) developed by Moramarco et al. [24] who proposed the relation given by Equation (12): 
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Real Hydrograph Predictions
where N is the number of observations, Q obs d is the observed discharge at the downstream station, and Q model d is the model-predicted downstream station discharge. The trained ANN model was then employed to predict hydrographs of other three events (December 1990, January 1994, and January 2003 in Table 1 ). Considering the duration of these events (see Table 1 ), the total of data sets used in the testing stage was 740. Figure 4 shows the predicted hydrographs, where the performance of ANN was tested against that of the rating curve method (RCM) developed by Moramarco et al. [24] who proposed the relation given by Equation (12):
where Q u is the upstream discharge; Q d is the downstream discharge; A u is the upstream cross-sectional flow area; A d is the downstream cross-sectional flow area; T l is the wave travel time; and α and β are the model parameters, estimated using the same relation, given by Equation (12) , for the base flow and peak flow cases [3] .
The other methods (GA, PSO, and ACO) were also tested against the RCM. These optimization methods, using the same flow hydrographs (the ones used in the training of the ANN) and by minimizing the same error function (Equation (11)) found the optimal values of the RCM parameters. We herein named them accordingly. For example, when the optimal values of the RCM are found using the GA method, we called it GA_RCM model. In the GA_RCM modeling, 80 chromosomes, 80% cross-over rate, and 4% mutation rate were used. The search space was (−3, 3) and (−10, 10) for α and β, respectively. It took 4200, 4600 and 6000 iterations for ACO_RCM, GA_RCM and SPO_RCM, respectively, to reach the optimum solutions. Table 2 presents the optimum values obtained by these methods. As seen in Figure 4 , the machine learning models simulated observed hydrographs satisfactorily. They captured the rising and recession limbs, and peak rates with no delay. Table 3 summarizes the percentage errors for predicting the peak rates and time to peaks. The negative sign means underestimation for the peak rate and early capturing of the peak rate for the timing. As seen, the models made around 5% (or less) error in predicting the peak rates. This error was around 10% for the classical RCM model. The machine learning methods captured the timing of the peaks with less than 1% error, while it was around 5% for the RCM. Also, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE) values for each run in Figure 4 were presented in Table 3 . As seen, the ANN, the GA_RCM and the ACO_RCM models produced, on average, around 7 m 3 /s MAE and 9 m 3 /s RMSE values. These values are, on average, MAE = 11 m 3 /s and RMSE = 13 m 3 /s for the PSO_RCM model. The RCM made high errors as 13 m 3 /s MAE and 17 m 3 /s RMSE.
Note that the classical RCM needs to estimate different α and β parameters for each event for the same river reach [8] . On the contrary, herein only a single set of parameters was calibrated by the machine learning algorithms for the same river reach having different inflow flood hydrographs.
Tayfur et al. [8] proposed that ANNs are good interpolators but they cannot be used for the extrapolation purposes. That is, when they are trained by low peak hydrographs they cannot predict high peak ones. On the other hand, Tayfur et al. [10] showed that GA_RCM does not have this shortcoming of the ANN.  and  are the model parameters, estimated using the same relation, given by Equation (12), for the base flow and peak flow cases [3] . The other methods (GA, PSO, and ACO) were also tested against the RCM. These optimization methods, using the same flow hydrographs (the ones used in the training of the ANN) and by minimizing the same error function (Equation (11)) found the optimal values of the RCM parameters. We herein named them accordingly. For example, when the optimal values of the RCM are found using the GA method, we called it GA_RCM model. In the GA_RCM modeling, 80 chromosomes, 80% cross-over rate, and 4% mutation rate were used. The search space was (−3, 3) and (−10, 10) for α and β, respectively. It took 4200, 4600 and 6000 iterations for ACO_RCM, GA_RCM and SPO_RCM, respectively, to reach the optimum solutions. Table 2 presents the optimum values obtained by these methods. As seen in Figure 4 , the machine learning models simulated observed hydrographs satisfactorily. They captured the rising and recession limbs, and peak rates with no delay. Table 3 summarizes the percentage errors for predicting the peak rates and time to peaks. The negative sign means underestimation for the peak rate and early capturing of the peak rate for the timing. As seen, the models made around 5% (or less) error in predicting the peak rates. This error was around 10% for the classical RCM model. The machine learning methods captured the timing of the peaks with less than 1% error, while it was around 5% for the RCM. Also, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE) values for each run in Figure 4 were presented in Table 3 . As seen, the ANN, the GA_RCM and the ACO_RCM models produced, on average, around 7 m 3 /s MAE and 9 m 3 /s RMSE values. These values are, on average, MAE = 11 m 3 /s and RMSE = 13 m 3 /s for the PSO_RCM model. The RCM made high errors as 13 m 3 /s MAE and 17 m 3 /s RMSE.
Tayfur et al. [8] proposed that ANNs are good interpolators but they cannot be used for the extrapolation purposes. That is, when they are trained by low peak hydrographs they cannot predict high peak ones. On the other hand, Tayfur et al. [10] showed that GA_RCM does not have this shortcoming of the ANN. 
Hydrograph Predictions in an Artificial Channel Reach
For this purpose, we considered flood routing in an artificial channel reach of 38 km, with a rectangular cross-section of 40 m width and the Manning roughness value of 0.032. The GA, PSO and ACO methods were used to find the optimal values of the parameters (K, x, m) of the nonlinear Muskingum (NMM) flood routing method, which can be expressed as follows [25] :
where I(t), O(t) and S(t), respectively, denote the inflow, outflow and reach storage at time t; and x and K, respectively, denote the parameters of the method known as the weighing parameter and flood wave travel time between inlet and outlet sections of the routing reach, and m is the exponent of the weighted discharge. We herein name the models GA_NMM, PSO_NMM, and ACO_NMM. For example, if the parameters of the NMM are found by applying the GA method, then it is called herein as GA_NMM model. The performance of the ANN, GA_NMM, ACO_NMM and PSO_NMM methods were tested against that of the numerical solutions of the physically-based equations of one-dimensional St. Venant equations:
∂A ∂t
∂Q ∂t
where A is the cross-sectional flow area, Q is the flow rate, q l is the unit lateral flow, g is the gravitational acceleration, u is the flow velocity, S o is the channel bed slope and S f is friction slope (energy gradient). These equations are well established in the literature [1, 2] . By the GA_NMM, ACO_NMM and PSO_NMM, the optimal values of the coefficients (K, x, and m) of the NMM model (see Equations (13) and (14)) were found by minimizing MAE function:
where Q NMM is the computed flow discharge by the NMM (Equations (13) and (14)), and Q SV is the computed flow discharge by the St. Venant (SV) equations (Equations (15) and (16)). The inflow hydrograph, similar to the one shown in Figure 5 , with maximum peak of 900 m 3 /s, time to peak of 26 h, and base flow rate of 120 m 3 /s, was routed in the same channel reach having three different bed slopes (S o : 0.001, 0.0007, and 0.0003) by the St. Venant equations and the generated outflow hydrographs were used to obtain the optimal values of the NMM by the machine learning methods. The search space was 0-1 for K, 0-0.5 for x and 1-3 for m. It took 3000, 3600 and 4000 iterations for GA, ACO and SPO, respectively, to reach the optimum solutions. Table 4 presents the optimal values of NMM. Figure 5 presents the validation runs for a different inflow hydrograph having 100 m 3 /s base flow rate, 800 m 3 /s peak discharge, and 50 h for the time to peak. The inflow hydrograph was routed three times in the same channel reach having different bed slopes. Note that a single set of parameter values given in Table 4 were obtained for the same reach having different bed slopes. Also, note that with the same hydrographs that are used for the calibration of the other methods (GA_NMM, PSO_NMM, and ACO_NMM). In the training stage of the ANN, 5000 iterations and 0.04 for δ and α were employed.
timing of the peaks and the flood volumes, and the rising and recession limbs of the hydrographs. Their performance is as good as that of the St. Venant model. When Perumal et al. [12] investigated the performance of some of the machine learning algorithms against that of the VPMM using a compound channel reach of 40 km, they calibrated the NMM model parameters separately for each river reach having different bed slopes. Herein, a single set of parameters was obtained for the same river reach having different bed slopes. Any nonlinear search method, such as the multivariate Newton's method, could be used to obtain the optimal values of the NMM. However, the machine learning methods are basically a nonlinear search and optimization methods that do not rely on the mathematical properties of a function, such as the continuity and the differentiability. Hence, they can be used in solving nonlinear, nonconvex, and multimodal problems for which deterministic search techniques incur difficulty or fail completely. Furthermore, the machine learning methods have advantages such as the simple coding, low computational cost, fast convergence, and adaptiveness to new data. The As seen in Figure 5 , the machine learning algorithms can successfully be employed for simulating flood hydrographs. They are able to capture the peak discharge values as well as the timing of the peaks and the flood volumes, and the rising and recession limbs of the hydrographs. Their performance is as good as that of the St. Venant model. When Perumal et al. [12] investigated the performance of some of the machine learning algorithms against that of the VPMM using a compound channel reach of 40 km, they calibrated the NMM model parameters separately for each river reach having different bed slopes. Herein, a single set of parameters was obtained for the same river reach having different bed slopes.
Any nonlinear search method, such as the multivariate Newton's method, could be used to obtain the optimal values of the NMM. However, the machine learning methods are basically a nonlinear search and optimization methods that do not rely on the mathematical properties of a function, such as the continuity and the differentiability. Hence, they can be used in solving nonlinear, nonconvex, and multimodal problems for which deterministic search techniques incur difficulty or fail completely. Furthermore, the machine learning methods have advantages such as the simple coding, low computational cost, fast convergence, and adaptiveness to new data. The machine learning methods including the recurrent neural networks and neuro-fuzzy networks can also be employed for multi-step-ahead flood and water level forecasting purposes [26, 27] .
Concluding Remarks
The following conclusions are drawn from this study:
1.
Machine learning methods can make good predictions of flood hydrographs, using substantially less data, such as easily measurable flow stage. Hence, they can be conveniently adopted for predictions in poorly gauged stations, which is the common case in developing countries. The machine learning methods can be employed in conjunction with the physically based models employing the data acquired by newly developed technologies (the remote sensing, satellite).
2.
It is proved by using field data that machine learning algorithms, such as GA, ACO, and PSO are optimization methods without being considered black box models. Since there is a mathematical relation, they both have interpolation and extrapolation capabilities. One more advantage of these models is that one can propose a new equation, such as RCM, provided that it physically makes sense, and by one of these methods, one can find optimal values of the coefficients and exponents of the equation. These methods are robust and efficient and have low computational cost and fast convergence.
3.
It is shown that RCM model, whose parameters were optimized by the machine learning algorithm, (GA-RCM, PSO_RCM and ACO_RCM), was able to successfully predict event-based individual storm hydrographs having a different magnitude of lateral inflows at the investigated river reach of the Upper Tiber River basin in central Italy. It closely captured the trends, time to peak, and peak rates of the storms with on average, less than 1% and 5% errors, respectively. 4.
Likewise, the machine learning-based nonlinear Muskingum models (NMM) can successfully be employed for predicting flood hydrographs. They are able to capture the peak discharge values as well as the timing of the peaks and the flood volumes, and the rising and recession limbs of the hydrographs. Their performance is as good as the St. Venant model.
5.
The use of machine learning for discharge prediction is essential for hydrological practices, considering that often, for many river gauging sites, the maintenance is missing, and streamflow measurements are more and more limited to few strategic gauged river sections. The option to monitor only water levels at gage sites makes these approaches very appealing for their capability to relate, by RCM, local stages and remote discharge.
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